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A B S T R A C T

Due to its close link to the photosynthetic process, sun-induced chlorophyll fluorescence (F) opens new possi-
bilities to study dynamics of photosynthetic light reactions and to quantify CO2 assimilation rates. Although
recent studies show that F is linearly related to gross primary production (GPP) on coarse spatial and temporal
scales, it is argued that this relationship may be mainly driven by seasonal changes in absorbed photochemical
active radiation (APAR) and less by the plant light use efficiency (LUE).

In this work a high-resolution spectrometer was used to continuously measure red and far-red fluorescence
and different reflectance indices within a sugar beet field during the growing season in 2015. Diurnal and
seasonal developments were compared to eddy covariance derived GPP.

Additionally, part of the time series coincided with a heatwave. The induced drought stress allowed us to
observe F and its relationship to GPP under changing environmental conditions during the seasonal cycle.

Across the season a strong linear relationship between GPP and F760 was found. This relationship however,
was mainly driven by changes in APAR and was strongly reduced under drought conditions. We could show that
far-red fluorescence yield can explain 59% of the diurnal and 79% of the seasonal variance in the light use
efficiency. However, an even stronger relationship between FY760 and the structural vegetation index MTVI2 was
found, implying that FY760 is affected by seasonal structural changes of the canopy. Nevertheless, the seasonally
de-trended FY760 and PRI show that they share strong interdependencies with seasonal and diurnal LUE, in
particular under drought stress conditions.

1. Introduction

Photosynthesis is a key process in terrestrial ecosystems. Through
the use of sunlight and water, carbon dioxide (CO2) is assimilated by
plants to produce biomass, while oxygen (O2) is released (Farquhar
et al., 2001). The assimilation of CO2 via photosynthesis over a certain
time and a certain area is referenced as gross primary production (GPP).
The biomass produced serves as food, fiber, and energy, while the ex-
change of carbon and oxygen affects the composition of the atmo-
sphere. The quantification of GPP and its spatio-temporal description
from the canopy to the global scale is one of the key challenges in
terrestrial geoscience (Ciais et al., 2014).

Plants evolved in a way that under optimal conditions, the absorbed

photosynthetic active radiation (APAR) is maximized for the photo-
chemical process (photochemical quenching; PQ). However, if the
available light is higher than what can be used in photosynthesis, ex-
cessive energy is released in a variety of non-photochemical quenching
processes (NPQ) and fluorescence. The intensity of the emitted fluor-
escence light depends on the excited electrons in the photosystems and
is therefore related to the functional status of PQ and NPQ
(Lichtenthaler and Rinderle, 1988).

Due to the close link between fluorescence and PQ, fluorescence
measurements have been used for several decades to study the photo-
synthetic process at leaf and top of canopy level (Baker, 2008; Maxwell
and Johnson, 2000). Fluorescence emitted by vegetation (between 650
and 800 nm) has a well-defined spectral shape, with two peaks at
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685 nm (F< red> ) and 740 nm (F< far-red> ) (Lichtenthaler and
Rinderle, 1988). The F< red> peak is mainly associated with fluores-
cence emitted by PSII, while the F< far-red > peak consists of fluores-
cence emission from PSII and PSI. Therefore, the ratio (Fratio) of red and
far-red fluorescence might provide information about distinct en-
vironmental stress conditions. A meta-analysis by Ač et al. (2015)
showed that water, temperature, and nitrogen stresses differ in their
effect on Fratio. A reduction of the leaf chlorophyll content, for example,
results in an increase of the Fratio on leaf and canopy level. F< far-red>

generally increases with increasing chlorophyll concentration, while
F< red> decreases due to re-absorption of the emitted F signal in this
wavelength (Lichtenthaler et al., 1990; Rossini et al., 2015; Van
Wittenberghe et al., 2013).

The most extensively used technique to measure fluorescence is the
Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM), in this approach chlorophyll mo-
lecules are brought to excited states by absorption of active measure-
ment light (Papageorgiou and Govindjee, 2004; Schreiber, 2004).
Handheld Mini-PAM device allows for a quick assessment of leaf
fluorescence whereas the stationary Monitoring-PAM is developed for
continuous field measurements and can be clamped on leaf perma-
nently as long as weather conditions or leaf growth allows. Upscaling
this method to measure the canopy from above is limited by the close
vicinity needed to apply a saturating light pulse. In recent years, the
light-induced fluorescence transient method (LIFT, Kolber et al. (2005))
was developed. This method allows measurements of fluorescence
parameters from a distance of several meters.

For large-scale studies, active methods will not be applicable and
thus alternative methods to passively quantify the fluorescence emis-
sion have been developed. Such passive techniques retrieve chlorophyll
fluorescence emission (termed sun-induced fluorescence, F) from the
solar irradiance and the vegetation emitted radiance by using the ab-
sorption in the Earth's or solar atmosphere. In these absorption bands
the incident irradiance is strongly reduced which allows the disen-
tanglement of the relatively weak sun-induced fluorescence (less than
5% of APAR) and the reflected radiance. Due to their close spectral
proximity to the peaks of the chlorophyll fluorescence emission spec-
trum, the two telluric O2 absorption bands - O2-B (687 nm) and O2-A
(760.4 nm) - are used in this work to estimate F (Meroni et al., 2009).
Analytical and technical developments nowadays allow fluorescence to
be reliably measured using ground (Burkart et al., 2015; Cogliati et al.,
2015; Guofang et al., 2018), airborne (Damm et al., 2014; Rascher
et al., 2015; Wieneke et al., 2016; Zarco-Tejada et al., 2009), and sa-
tellite sensors (Frankenberg et al., 2014; Guanter et al., 2012; Joiner
et al., 2011).

Several studies demonstrated that satellite-based F< far-red> mea-
surements can be linearly related with eddy covariance (EC) derived
GPP (e.g. Frankenberg et al., 2011; Guanter et al., 2014; Sun et al.,
2018). Satellite-derived F< far-red> has been retrieved from platforms/
instruments such as GOSAT (Greenhouse Gases Observing Satellite)
(Frankenberg et al., 2011; Guanter et al., 2012; Joiner et al., 2012,
2011), GOME-2 (Global Ozone Monitoring Instrument 2) (Joiner et al.,
2013; Köhler et al., 2015), SCIAMACHY (SCanning Imaging Absorption
SpectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartographY) (Köhler et al., 2015), and
OCO-2 (Sun et al., 2018). Since the primary objective of these missions
is to track atmospheric trace gases, data have to be spatially and tem-
porarily aggregated, which results in F< far-red> images with coarse
spatial (0.5° for GOSAT and GOME-2, 2.25×1.29 km for OCO-2) and
biweekly to annual temporal resolution. Recently it has been ques-
tioned if the relationship between GPP and satellite retrieved F< far-

red> is solely driven by their common dependence on the photo-
synthetic active radiation (PAR) and the fraction of absorbed PAR
(fAPAR), or if F can be also related to the photosynthetic light- and dark
reactions (light use efficiency; LUE) (Du et al., 2017; Guofang et al.,
2018; Li et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018). Due to the technical con-
strains of space- and air-borne sensors, long-term in-situ measurements
are needed to fully understand the diurnal adaptive and competitive

relationships between APAR, PQ, F and NPQ.
Since NPQ is the primary protection mechanism for excessive light

energy (Maxwell and Johnson, 2000) information about NPQ is needed
to properly estimate GPP (Porcar-Castell et al., 2014). The activity of
the xanthophyll cycle and the associated regulation of energy dissipa-
tion by NPQ generates an optical signal, which can be detected in the
reflectance around 531 nm. The photochemical reflectance index (PRI)
exploits the changes in reflectance at 531 nm and a reference wave-
length at 570 nm to assess light use efficiency (LUE; defined as the
amount of assimilated CO2 molecules per absorbed photon) based on its
relationship with NPQ (Gamon et al., 1992). Even though several stu-
dies demonstrated the potential of PRI as a remote sensing proxy for
LUE (Drolet et al., 2008, 2005; Peñuelas et al., 2011; Rossini et al.,
2010), the use of PRI to detect NPQ is complicated by several factors. It
is shown that the PRI is affected by canopy structure (Barton and North,
2001; Drolet et al., 2005; Gamon, 2015; Wu et al., 2010) and temporal
changes in leaf pigments (Gamon et al., 2001; Sims and Gamon, 2002).
These effects influence the stand photosynthetic rate, which can pro-
duce changes in the PRI-photosynthesis relationship that are in-
dependent of the xanthophyll cycle and consequently result in a mis-
interpretation of the PRI-NPQ relationship (Alonso et al., 2017; Gitelson
et al., 2017).

In this study, one of the first high-resolution time-series of red (re-
trieved at 687 nm; F687) and far-red (retrieved at 760 nm; F760) fluor-
escence, measured every 6 s over a period of two months during the
heatwave in summer 2015 is presented. A micrometeorological station,
designed for EC measurements, was located within the study field to
track CO2 and water fluxes. The availability of simultaneous spectral
and EC measurements allowed analyzing if F can be related to the
photosynthetic light- and dark reactions or if it merely relates to GPP
due to their common dependence on APAR. Furthermore, the far-red
fluorescence yield and the photochemical reflectance index are cor-
rected for seasonal changes in the canopy structure to analyze the
diurnal and seasonal relationships between LUE, FY and PRI (as an
indicator for NPQ).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study area

The measurement campaign was conducted close to the village of
Merzenhausen (50°55′ N, 6°17′ E, 92m a.s.l.), which is located in the
Rur catchment in the central western part of North Rhine-Westphalia,
Germany. The study site belongs to the TERENO network (Zacharias
et al., 2011). It covers a 6.9 ha (approx. 200m×300m) conventionally
managed agricultural field with the typical crop rotation of the region,
including two seasons of winter wheat and one season of sugar beet.
During the measurement campaign the field was planted with sugar
beets (Beta vulgaris subsp. vulgaris). The field soil texture is classified as
silt loam (Graf et al., 2013). Sowing happened in mid of April (day of
year (DOY): 103), and harvest in end of October (DOY: 302). Ground
measurements started 28 of June (DOY: 179), when the rosette growth
was already completed and the leaves covered at least 90% of the
ground (BBCH-Code: 39 – the Biologische Bundesanstalt, Bundessorte-
namt und CHemische Industrie), and ended 31 of August (DOY: 243)
shortly before harvest. The regional temperature in July and August
amounts on average for 18 °C, while the averaged maximum tempera-
ture is 23 °C. The average precipitation for July and August is 79 and
76mm respectively. The first month of the campaign (July), the region
was strongly affected by the 2015 summer heatwave (Orth et al., 2016),
resulting in an average temperature of 22 °C and an averaged maximum
temperature of 24 °C. The precipitation differed strongly between July
(39mm, 50% of the climatological average) and August (76mm).
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2.2. Dataset

2.2.1. Measurements of CO2 fluxes and meteorological data
Meteorological and flux measurements were recorded at a micro-

meteorological tower located in the center of the study site, close to the
field spectrometer setup. The tower was equipped with turbulence
sensors for measuring the net ecosystem exchange of CO2 (NEE)
(Baldocchi, 2003). Wind components were obtained with a sonic an-
emometer at 2m above surface (CSAT3, Campbell Scientific, Inc.,
Logan, USA). At the same height CO2 concentrations were measured
using an open-path infrared gas analyzer (LI7500, LI-COR Inc., Lincoln,
NE, USA). Data of both instruments were recorded with a logger
(CR3000, Campbell Scientific, Logan, UT, USA) at 20 s−1. The post field
processing of fluxes was performed with the TK3.1 software (Mauder &
Foken, 2015), using the standardized TERENO strategy for EC data
calculation and quality assurance presented in detail by Mauder et al.
(2013). It includes well-established conversions, corrections, and
plausibility tests that lead into 30-minute flux estimates of NEE labeled
as high, moderate, and low-quality data. For this study, only high
quality data was used, low and moderate data were treated as missing
values. Based on the wind direction the cumulative source contribution
of the target field was calculated. For selected clear sky days (c.f.
Section 3.1) 83–96% of the measured fluxes laid within the study field.
Finally, a combined gap filling and flux partitioning algorithm ac-
cording to Reichstein et al. (2005), was applied to all remaining NEE
data to receive a continuous time series of gross primary production
(GPP).

The LUE describes how much carbon is assimilated by incoming
photon (μmol CO2/μmol photon) and was calculated as:

=LUE GPP
APAR (1)

GPP was derived from flux measurements of the EC tower and APAR
from the spectrometer system (SIF-Sys; cf. Section 2.2.2). Since no
transmitted PAR measurements were available, APAR was calculated
from the difference between incident and reflected radiance, integrated
over the spectral region from 400 nm to 700 nm (Li and Moreau, 1996).

The evapotranspiration (ET, in mm/30min) was calculated as:

=
∙

− ∙ ∙

ET LE
Q T

1800
(Δ 0.00242 ) 10v

6 (2)

where LE is the latent heat flux derived from the EC tower, T the air
temperature (in Celsius) at 2m above ground and ΔQv the specific heat
evaporation (2.498MJ) at 0 °C. Along with EC fluxes, the main me-
teorological variables were constantly measured and integrated over
30min. The temperature (T) and the absolute humidity were measured
with a shielded probe (HMP45C, Vaisala Inc., Helsinki, Finland) at 2m
above ground level. The precipitation was measured by a tipping bucket
rain gauge (RM Young 52203, R.M. Young Company, Traverse City,
USA) and the volumetric water content (VWC) with two water content
reflectometers (CS616, Campbell Scientific, Inc., Logan, USA) at a depth
of 2.5 cm.

2.2.2. High-resolution spectroscopy to measure top-of-canopy fluorescence
The automated field spectrometer system (SIF-Sys) is a successor of

earlier developments of the Forschungszentrum Jülich and the
University of Milano Bicocca (Cogliati et al., 2015; Julitta et al., 2016;
Rossini et al., 2010). SIF-Sys consists of one QEPro (Ocean Optics,
Dunedin, FL, USA) spectrometer with a spectral resolution of 1 nm
FWHM (full width at half maximum), a spectral sampling interval (SI)
of 0.3 nm and a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 1000:1 in a spectral range
from 300 to 1000 nm. The QEPro is connected to an optical multiplexer
(MPM-2000, Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL, USA) which allows switching
between a channel measuring the incident irradiance (up-looking co-
sine response optic), the upwelling radiance (down-looking bare optic;
25° field of view) and a blind channel for the spectral dark current

measurement. A microcontroller, running a specially developed firm-
ware, controls the spectrometer, the optical system, and stores acquired
spectral data on an SD card. The instrument performance is observed by
three temperature sensors, one external and two internal which read-
out in parallel. To ensure stable measurements at 25 °C, the spectro-
meter is housed in a separated and actively cooled insulated chamber.
The instrument was mounted on a 2m high tower resulting in a foot-
print of around 50 cm. The technical description and evaluation can be
found in Burkart et al. (2015).

Measurements started every day at 6 a.m. and lasted until 4 p.m.
UTC. The optical path of the system is optimized for high light-
throughput aiming to decrease the integration time and thus increase
the signal-to-noise level. With this fast acquisition time (ca. 6 s.),
around 5000 measurements per day are possible. The retrieval of F was
conducted in the O2A and O2B oxygen absorption bands, by using the
improved Fraunhofer line depth (iFLD) retrieval method. The iFLD
method is based on the FLD method (Plascyk and Gabriel, 1975) and
estimates F by incorporating correction coefficients to improve the
description of reflectance and fluorescence spectral characteristics
(Alonso et al., 2008). Since diffuse light conditions strongly affect the
fluorescence retrieval (Damm et al., 2015), only measurements under
clear sky conditions were selected (22 days) (Sub. Fig. 1). The average
and standard error of the fluorescence and reflectance measurements
were then computed for each minute.

Analog to the LUE, the emission efficiency of fluorescence is refer-
enced as FY. FY indicates the fraction (% nm−1) of photons that are re-
emitted in relationship to the absorbed photons. Since F687 was strongly
affected by reduced reabsorption effects only FY at 760 nm (FY760) was
calculated as:

= ∙FY F
APAR

100760
760

(3)

Assuming a Lambertian behavior of the fluorescence emission, F760
radiance was converted to irradiances multiplying by π and then to
μmol m−2s−1nm−1, calculating the number of photons at the specific
wavelength.

The fluorescence ratio was calculated by dividing red fluorescence
by far-red fluorescence:

=F F
Fratio

687

760 (4)

2.2.3. Remotely sensed vegetation indices
To analyze the effect of seasonal changes in canopy structure and

chlorophyll content, additional vegetation indices (VIs) were calcu-
lated. The modified triangular vegetation index (MTVI2) was used to
track changes in green LAI minimizing the effect of variations in leaf
chlorophyll content (Haboudane et al., 2004). The MTVI2 was calcu-
lated as:

=
− − −

+ − − −

MTVI R R R R
R R R

2 1.5[1.2( ) 2.5( )]
(2 1) (6 5 ) 0.5

800 550 670 550

800
2

800 670 (5)

where Rλ is the reflectance at the given wavelength λ.
The chlorophyll vegetation index (CVI) was developed by Vincini

et al. (2008) for estimating leaf level chlorophyll content in planophile
plants with a reduced sensitivity towards structural effects. The CVI was
calculated as:

= ∙CVI NIR
Green

Red
Green (6)

The CVI uses the average reflection in the spectral range of
520–600 nm (green), 630–690 nm (red) and 760–900 nm (NIR).

The photochemical reflectance index (PRI) was used to obtain in-
formation about the xanthophyll cycle activity, which is linked to the
release of energy as heat (NPQ) (Gamon et al., 1992). The PRI was
calculated as:
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=
−

+

PRI R R
R R

570 531

570 531 (7)

where R531 is the xanthophyll sensitive reflectance at 531 nm and R570

the reference reflectance at 570 nm. An increased PRI indicates there-
fore an increased activity of the xanthophyll cycle.

2.2.4. Data post processing and F uncertainty
Outliers (values above/below±3σ) were removed and all para-

meters derived from the spectrometer were aggregated from 1min to
30min to match the EC measurements. Measurements with a solar
zenith angle (SZA) over 60° were excluded for the full dataset, while
measurements under diffuse light conditions were only excluded for the
APAR relative yield analysis. The fluorescence measurement un-
certainty was defined as the standard deviation over 1min windows.
The averaged, minimum and maximum relative uncertainty of F760 was
found to be 6.6, 5.8 and 7.6% respectively. The averaged, minimum
and maximum relative uncertainty of F687 was with 21%, 17% and 28%
respectively. With decreasing SZA and increasing APAR, the un-
certainty slightly increased (Sub. Fig. 2).

2.2.5. Correction of seasonal effects on PRI and FY760

PRI and FY were corrected for stress and phenological related sea-
sonal changes of the canopy structure by using an adapted version of a
de-trending method developed by Wu et al. (2015) on PRI measure-
ments. They calculated a structural-related PRI (sPRI) as a function of
the leaf area index (LAI), with the assumption that the residual PRI
(rPRI= PRI – sPRI) would be independent from structural effects.

As there was no access to LAI measurements the rPRI and residual
FY760 (rFY760= FY760 – sFY760) were calculated by using the daily
mean MTVI2 as a proxy for LAI, where the model describing best the
relationship between MTVI2 to PRI (R2= 0.94) and MTVI2 to FY760

(R2= 0.88) are:

= − ∙ +sPRI MTVI0.31 0.18 (1 2) (8)

= ∙sFY MTVI0.06 2760 (9)

3. Results

3.1. Stress day selection

The detection of days with environmental stress conditions, was
based on the light response curve of GPP, the diurnal mean VWC of the
upper soil layer and the diurnal mean ET rate. As shown in Fig. 1 GPP
increased linearly with increasing APAR if the high ET rates can be
compensated by available soil water. These days were associated to
non-stress conditions (NSC). If the water loss due to increased ET rates
cannot be compensated by available soil water, the CO2 assimilation
saturates even though APAR increases. These days were defined as days
under stress conditions (SC).

3.2. Seasonal cycle

The seasonal evolution of measured variables was strongly affected
by a heatwave that struck central Europe in summer 2015 (Orth et al.,
2016). As described in Section 3.1 the measurement season was clas-
sified into days under SC (Fig. 2, red areas) and NSC (Fig. 2, blue areas).
The SC days were characterized by high temperatures (Fig. 2A dots),
high ET rates, low LUE, and low VWC. Fluctuations in GPP, F760, and
F687 were mainly driven by changes in APAR (Fig. 2B), while LUE,
FY760, and FY687 showed a stronger response to drought stress. For days
under clear sky conditions the LUE showed only a small increase until
DOY 219. Only after the strong rain event around DOY 227 the water
availability increased enough to allow a significant gain in LUE. In
contrast to FY687, the FY760 (Fig. 2C) increased over the measurement
period and showed a behavior similar to MTVI2. The CVI, as an

indicator for leaf chlorophyll content, increased over time with highest
values at the end of the measurement period. The seasonal changes in
the canopy structure (indicated by MTVI2) and chlorophyll content
affected the uncorrected PRI, which showed a constant decrease over
the measurement season (Fig. 2D).

3.3. Relationship of F760 and F687 to GPP and APAR

In the following sections the 30min dataset is referred to as intra-
daily data and the daily averaged dataset as seasonal data. Results
showed under NSC a moderate linear relationship between intra-daily
and seasonal GPP to F760 (R2= 0.57 and 0.72) as well as to F687
(R2= 0.45 and 0.48). When affected by SC these relationships sig-
nificantly decrease for F760 (R2= 0.07 and non-significant) and F687
(R2= 0.04 and non-significant) (Fig. 3A/B & E/F).

Furthermore Fig. 3 showed that intra-daily and seasonal F760
(R2= 0.96 and 0.97) and F687 (R2= 0.84 and 0.76) related under NSC
more strongly to APAR than to GPP. Under SC the intra-daily and
seasonal relationship between F760 to APAR decrease strongly
(R2= 0.42 and non-significant). While the intra-daily relationship be-
tween F687 and APAR showed no significance under SC, the seasonal
relationship inverted to a negative one (R2= 0.60).

3.4. Relationship of FY760 and Fratio to LUE

In order to analyze the contribution of regulatory processes in
photosynthesis that are independent of APAR, the relationships be-
tween light use efficiency (LUE) derived from EC towers, FY760 and the
Fratio were analyzed. Due to the strong reabsorption effects of red
fluorescence, and since no correction method was available, FY687 was
not analyzed in this work. The intra-daily and seasonal relationship
between FY760 and LUE showed a logarithmic increase over the full
measurement period (R2=0.64 and 0.79 respectively) (black line,
Fig. 4A & C), while intra-daily and seasonal Fratio decreased ex-
ponentially with increasing LUE (R2=0.45 and 0.52 respectively)
(black line, Fig. 4B & D). These relatively strong relationships are de-
fined by the two distinctive responses of sugar beet under NSC and SC.
Under SC a fast linear increase of FY with increasing LUE is generally

Fig. 1. Light response curve of daily aggregated GPP and daily mean APAR. The
x's mark measurements under diffuse light conditions, circles mark measure-
ments under relatively clear sky conditions. The size of the symbols indicates
the soil water content (SWC, smallest 10 vol%, biggest 26 vol%). Points within
the blue circle symbolize measurements under non-stress conditions (NSC).
Points within the red circle symbolize measurements affected by stress condi-
tions (SC). The color gradient indicates the evapotranspiration rate from 0 to
0.35mm 30min−1. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 2. Seasonal course of daily maximum temperature (T; dots in panel A), daily sum precipitation (prec; squares in panel A), daily mean volumetric water content
(VWC; triangles in panel A) daily sum gross primary production (GPP; dots in panel B), midday mean fluorescence at 760 nm (F760; squares in panel B), midday mean
fluorescence at 687 nm (F687; triangles in panel B), daily mean light use efficiency (LUE; dots in panel C), midday mean F yield (FY760 and FY687; squares and triangle
in panel C), midday mean photochemical reflectance index (PRI; dots in panel D), midday mean chlorophyll vegetation index (CVI; squares in panel D), midday mean
modified triangular vegetation index (MTVI2; triangle in panel D). The red plot background color symbolize days affected by stress conditions (SC) and the blue plot
background color symbolize non-stress conditions (NSC). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
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Fig. 3. Intra-daily (A–D) and seasonal (E–H) relationship of F760 and F687, to GPP and APAR within a sugar beet field, in 2015 Merzenhausen, Germany. Red dots
represent measurements affected by stressed conditions (SC). Blue dots represent measurements under non-stressed conditions (NSC). The red lines represent the best
model fit for measurements affected by SC and the blue lines the best model fit for measurements under NSC. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Intra-daily and seasonal relationship of FY760

and Fratio with LUE within a sugar beet field, in 2015
Merzenhausen, Germany. Red dots represent mea-
surements affected by stressed conditions (SC). Blue
dots represent measurements under non-stressed
conditions (NSC). The black lines represent the best
model fit over the full measurement season, red lines
represent the best model fit for measurements af-
fected by SC and the blue lines the best model fit for
measurements under NSC. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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observed, while under NSC this increase slowed down (red and blue
line, Fig. 4A & C). Under NSC, Fratio increased slowly with decreasing
LUE, while under SC Fratio increased strongly with decreasing LUE (red
and blue line, Fig. 4B & D). It was found that MTVI2 (CVI) explained
59% (50%) of the variance in Fratio (Sub. Fig. 3).

3.5. Influence of seasonal changes in canopy structure on PRI and FY760

Results showed that both PRI and FY760 are strongly related to the
MTVI2 (LAI proxy, Fig. 5A & C; R2=0.95 and 0.74 respectively). By
calculating the residual PRI (rPRI) and residual FY760 (rFY760) (c.f.
Section 2.2.5) the stress and phenology-related influence of the chan-
ging canopy structure was removed. The relationship between rPRI and
MTVI is thereby reduced (R2=0.14) and the one between rFY760 and
MTVI2 becomes non-significant. It is important to note that the de-
trending method does not correct for diurnal changes in the canopy
structure, which caused the strong variance shown in Fig. 5B & D. As
stated in Section 1 the PRI is not only affected by structural effects but
also by changes in leaf pigments. Supplementary Fig. 4 shows that the
correction method based on MTVI2 also reduced the relationship with
the chlorophyll sensitive CVI.

3.6. APAR and seasonally de-trended relationship of rFY760, rPRI, and LUE

Fig. 6A showed a distinct relationship of rFY760 to LUE for the intra-
daily NSC and SC. Under SC, when LUE is lowest, rFY760 showed large
dispersion, while under NSC rFY760 increased linearly with increasing
LUE but with high variability. Intra-daily rPRI increased under NSC and
SC linearly with decreasing LUE (R2: 0.58 and 0.46). Under NSC, rFY760

decreased with increasing rPRI (R2: 0.22), while under SC rFY760

showed no relationship with rPRI.

Under NSC and SC seasonal rFY760 decreased linearly with in-
creasing LUE (R2: 0.65 and 0.34) (Fig. 6D). No significance was found
between seasonal rPRI and LUE (Fig. 6E) as well as between rFY760 and
rPRI (Fig. 6F). Furthermore, it is observed that under SC rFY760 values
are generally higher than under NSC. This behavior is opposite to the
one found for uncorrected FY760 (Fig. 4).

3.7. Diurnal relationship of rFY760, rPRI and LUE

For a better understanding of the diurnal interactions between
rFY760, rPRI and LUE, the mean diurnal cycle and their relationships
during NSC (Fig. 7; blue lines) and SC (Fig. 7; red lines) are compared.
By calculating the average of 7 days under NSC and 17 days under SC
we reduce for diurnal structural effects of the canopy. Under NSC, LUE
decreases from morning until 1 h after solar noon with a subsequent fast
increase. Analog to the LUE, rFY760 decreases strongly from morning
until solar noon. Right after solar noon rFY760 strongly increases with
increasing LUE. The rPRI reaches its highest values around 1.5 h before
solar noon and stays relatively stable until 1.5 h after solar noon, when
it starts decreasing. Similar to the NSC the LUE reaches under SC its
lowest values 1 h after solar noon. The subsequent increase however,
happens at a much slower rate than under NSC. The rFY760 decreases
until 1.5 h before solar noon and stays then relatively stable until 2.5 h
after solar noon. The rPRI on the contrary increases until 1 h before
solar noon, stays stable until 2 h after solar noon and subsequently
decreases rapidly (Fig. 7A–C).

The trajectories of the mean diurnal relationships (Fig. 7D–F) show
that under SC rFY760 and rPRI are linearly related to the LUE and to
each other. Under NSC however, these relationships are not that
strongly pronounced. Around solar noon a clustering of rFY760, LUE,
and rPRI under SC and NSC is observed. Interestingly, the positive

Fig. 5. Relationship of 30-min averaged MTVI2 to
PRI and FY760 as well as the residual PRI (rPRI) and
residual FY760 (r FY760) within a sugar beet field, in
2015 Merzenhausen, Germany. Blue dots represent
measurements under non-stressed conditions (NSC).
The black lines represent the best model fit over the
full measurement season, red lines represent the best
model fit for measurements affected by SC and the
blue lines the best model fit for measurements under
NSC. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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relationship between rFY760 and LUE (Fig. 7D) contradicts the negative
relationship between seasonal rFY760 and LUE (Fig. 6D) described in
Section 3.6.

4. Discussion

4.1. The influence of APAR on the relationship between GPP and F

The results are in agreement with several studies that showed that
under NSC F760 linearly increases with GPP (Cheng et al., 2013;
Frankenberg et al., 2011; Goulas et al., 2017; Guanter et al., 2012,
2014; Zhang et al., 2016). However, when the sugar beet was affected
by environmental stress conditions the relationship between F760 and
F687 to GPP reduced significantly (Fig. 3A & B). It is assumed that the
lower relationship between F and GPP is related to structural changes of
the canopy but also a dominant release of energy as heat (NPQ) (Fig. 7)
(Porcar-Castell et al., 2014). The strong increase in F687 during the
stress phase can be related to reduced reabsorption effects of red
fluorescence due to chronic stress responses like reduced chlorophyll
content, leaf rolling and leaf wilting (Fournier et al., 2012; Rossini
et al., 2015; Van Wittenberghe et al., 2015). It is furthermore shown
that F760 and F687 are more strongly related to APAR than to GPP
(Fig. 3). This finding supports the assumption that the relationship
between F and GPP is primarily driven by APAR (Du et al., 2017;
Goulas et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2016).

As described in the introduction, several studies showed a linear
relationship between satellite-based F< far-red> and eddy covariance
(EC) derived GPP. Our results partly contradict such linear relationship
and corroborate the hypothesis that the relationship between fluores-
cence and GPP is not as simple. We demonstrate that under non-stress
conditions, fluorescence at 760 nm has indeed a linear relationship with

GPP (Fig. 3). However, under stress conditions no linear relationship
between GPP and fluorescence at 687 or 760 nm was found (Fig. 3).

4.2. Intra-daily and seasonal relationship of FY760 and Fratio with LUE

It was found that intra-daily and seasonal FY760 share a relatively
strong logarithmic relationship with LUE. This relationship however is
defined by the two distinctive linear relationships between FY760 to LUE
under NSC and SC (Fig. 4). Furthermore, it is shown that FY760 shares
an even stronger relationship with MTVI2, which implies that the re-
lationship between FY760 and LUE is mainly driven by stress and phe-
nological induced changes of the canopy structure (Fig. 5). It has to be
noted that the calculation of APAR is based on the reflected radiance
measured by the spectrometer. Therefore, APAR and reflectance-based
VIs are not fully independent, which can result in a strong relation
between MTVI2 and FY760.

The reduced reabsorption effects of F687 under environmental stress
resulted in a strong increase of the Fratio and a moderate relationship
with LUE under SC (Fig. 4). Since the Fratio does not depend on a viable
fAPAR estimation it is less affected by possible co-correlations and ea-
sier to obtain. Therefore, the signal shows potential in providing a
simple way to derive information about chlorophyll content and plant
stress responses (Middleton et al., 2017; Rossini et al., 2015; Wieneke
et al., 2016).

4.3. De-trending of FY760 and PRI

It is demonstrated that the observed seasonal trend in FY760 and PRI
can be corrected by using the MTVI2 as a LAI proxy, where resulting
rFY760 and rPRI show a relatively stable behavior over the season
(Fig. 5). The weak relationship between intra-daily rFY760 with LUE

Fig. 6. Intra-daily and seasonal relationship between rFY760, rPRI and LUE within a sugar beet field, in 2015 Merzenhausen, Germany. Red dots represent mea-
surements affected by stressed conditions (SC). Blue dots represent measurements under non-stressed conditions (NSC). Red lines represent the best model fit for
measurements affected by SC and the blue lines the best model fit for measurements under NSC. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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under SC and NSC can be explained by a stronger dispersion of rFY760

caused by diurnal fluctuations (Fig. 6A). Once diurnal fluctuations are
averaged out, the seasonal results show a stronger relationship between
rFY760 and LUE under NSC and SC Fig. 6D. The reverse relationship of
FY760 to LUE (Fig. 4A & C), compared to the one of rFY760 (Fig. 6D)
indicates that seasonal structural changes of the canopy might outweigh
physiological effects. In their review paper Porcar-Castell et al. (2014)
claim that under constant NPQ the relationship between PQ and FY can
be inverted. This might explain the relatively strong relationship be-
tween seasonal rFY and LUE under NSC but not as much the relation-
ship under SC where rPRI shows a high activity (Fig. 6D & E). These
results indicate that rFY760 might contain information about adapta-
tions in the photosynthetic light reactions. The general increase of rPRI
with decreasing LUE is related to a stronger xanthophyll activity under
heat stress (Porcar-Castell et al., 2014, 2012), which also explains the
stronger response of rPRI under SC (Fig. 6B).

4.4. Diurnal plant adaptation strategies

The results show that LUE decreases until around 1 h after solar
noon, when normally temperature is highest (Fig. 7A). To prevent water
loss by increased transpiration rates, the plant closes the stomata,
which downregulates the CO2 assimilation rate of dark reactions. To
prevent damage due to photorespiration the plant then downregulates
the energy used for PQ by releasing energy in the form of heat (NPQ)
(Porcar-Castell et al., 2014). After solar noon, the LUE starts to increase
and usually reaches higher values in the late afternoon than in the
morning (Fig. 7A). Under both NSC and SC, the LUE recovers nearly
simultaneous with decreasing rPRI (Fig. 7A, C, E), which implies a
decreasing release of light energy as heat (NPQ) accompanied by an
increasing use of light energy for photosynthesis (PQ). Diurnal rFY760

shows a faster and stronger increase after solar noon under NSC than
under SC. Under NSC rFY760 seems to share a stronger link to the re-
covering LUE than under SC, where rFY760 increases only after rPRI
decreases (Fig. 7A–C). The nearly identical relationships of stressed
rFY760, rPRI, and LUE before and after solar noon indicates a strong
diurnal interdependency of these parameters (Fig. 7D–F). In contrast to
the seasonal negative relationship between rFY760 and LUE (Fig. 6D), a
positive one was found for the averaged diurnal data (Fig. 7D). Fol-
lowing the argumentation of Porcar-Castell et al. (2014) the positive
relationship indicates a dynamic and dominant activity of NPQ. The
higher values of rFY760 under SC compared to NSC is in contradiction
with many publications (e.g. Chaves, 1991; Flexas et al., 2002; Porcar-
Castell et al., 2014) and is therefore most likely related to de-trending
artefacts. The relationship found between rPRI and rFY760 agrees with
findings by Alonso et al. (2017), where they show that leaf level FY740

decreases with increasing NPQ. The closer relationship of rPRI to rFY760

during SC (compared to NSC) indicates that rFY760 is stronger influ-
enced by NPQ under environmental stress (Fig. 7F). However, further
studies are needed to understand the diurnal and seasonal adaptation
and competitive relationship between absorbed photosynthetic active
radiation, photochemical quenching, fluorescence, and non-photo-
chemical quenching using remote sensing techniques.

4.5. Remote sensing within the flux tower footprint

One of the main difficulties in comparing optical RS data with flux
measurements is due to the differences in the spatial and temporal
sampling scale. Liu et al. (2017) for example shows that with a bare
fiber optic, a typical field of view (FOV) of 25° and a sensor height of
20m only 1.9% of the flux footprint is covered. Since we perform our
measurements at only 2m height, the average flux tower footprint is

Fig. 7. Averaged diurnal cycles (A–C) and trajectories (D–F) of LUE, rFY760 and rPRI under non-stresses conditions (NSC; 7 days average; blue dots) and under
stressed conditions (SC; 17 days average; red dots). Days with diffuse light conditions were excluded. The color gradient of the dots represents the daytime, where
lowest intensity represents 9 am and highest intensity 4 pm. The yellow star indicates solar noon. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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significantly lower. Liu et al. (2017) suggest widening the FOV by using
cosine receptors to 72° which increased the coverage of the flux foot-
print to 75.7%. However, it can be expected that a widening of the FOV
would also result in a stronger influence of BRDF effects on the fluor-
escence retrieval and consequently increase measurement uncertainty.
Studies which analyze the increasing uncertainty with increasing FOV
have to be carried out to find a trade-off between spatial sampling scale
and increased measurement uncertainty. Another difficulty in the
comparison between optical and flux measurement is related to the low
operational temporal resolution of EC systems. Even though the sam-
pling time of EC systems are at 10 to 20 Hz, the data are aggregated to
30min and miss therefore many fine-scale regulatory processes (e.g.
NPQ, fluorescence, PQ) which might be detectable with optical sensors
(Gamon, 2015). Even thought it might be possible to reduce the ag-
gregation time from 30min to 10min a further decrease will result in
higher uncertainties due to non-stationarity issues.

5. Conclusions

In this work a high-resolution spectrometer was used to measure red
and far-red fluorescence and several reflectance indices over one
growing season in 2015. Diurnal and seasonal dynamics were compared
to CO2 assimilation rates derived from a close by EC tower.

A strong linear relationship between GPP and F760 was found for
sugar beets plants. This strong relationship however is significantly
reduced under drought stress conditions, and it is furthermore de-
monstrated that the relationship is mainly controlled by APAR. It is
therefore recommend to use FY (APAR-independent) for the inter-
pretation of photosynthetic adaptations within the light reactions.

Stress-induced changes in the leaf and canopy structure (e.g., leaf
angle adjustments and movement (Arena et al., 2008; Kadioglu et al.,
2012)) and chlorophyll content (Rossini et al., 2016; Van Wittenberghe
et al., 2015) can reduce the re-absorption of red fluorescence. This re-
sults in a stronger F687 signal under SC and complicates therefore in-
terpretation of diurnal and seasonal F687. Since red- and far-red fluor-
escence have different contributions from the two photosystems (PSII
and PSI), the ratio of the two signals might contain valuable informa-
tion about photosynthetic adaptation strategies. The development of
novel correction methods for a proper detection of both fluorescence
peaks is therefore of high importance. However, the reduced re-
absorption effects of F687 under drought conditions lead to a strong
increase in the Fratio (F687/F760), which then again can be used as an
easy method to detect drought stress.

Even though APAR-independent FY760 showed to be a suitable
predictor of seasonal LUE, it was found that this relationship is strongly
influenced by seasonal changes in the canopy structure. Since APAR
and VIs were measured by the same instrument it is not clear if the
strong relationship between FY760 and MTVI2 is caused by an inter-
relation or if FY is in general affected by seasonal structural changes
even though FY is relativized by APAR.

De-trended rFY760 showed potential in estimating seasonal LUE
under NSC and SC. Averaged diurnal trajectories furthermore demon-
strated that rFY760, rPRI and LUE share strong interdependencies in
particular under SC. However, the correction method used in this work
only accounts for seasonal changes in canopy structure and it is unclear
how strong diurnal canopy effects influence the diurnal relationships.
Therefore, it is proposed that more sophisticated methods (e.g. radia-
tive transfer models) should be used to disentangle physiological from
structural signals.

All in all no unique relationship between fluorescence and photo-
chemical efficiency could be established. This could be related to
structural effects but also to dynamic non-radiative dissipation of ex-
citation energy which is dynamic and under physiological control.
Stress factors that may occur under natural environmental conditions
can induce different responses of fluorescence emission and NPQ.
Natural stress factors generally induce a reduction of photosynthetic

efficiency but typically increase NPQ generally resulting in a decline in
fluorescence emission. However, the response of fluorescence to dif-
ferent stress factors is not unique and its interpretation could not be
straightforward due to the co-occurrence of the NPQ during chlorophyll
fluorescence.

Furthermore, it has to be noted that the results are solely based on
measurements over sugar beet and over a single season. To fully assess
the potential of F as an indicator for plant adaptation strategies addi-
tional measurements over different targets in different scales and sev-
eral seasons are needed.
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